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Abstract—We design a secure protocol that a server can
compute the minimum number of all participants’ data while
kept unknown additional information about the users’ data in
its execution. Ours protocol is based on fully homomorphic
encryption and we utilize it to fix the problem of securely
computing the minimum value. Besides, the used FHE scheme
is a lattice-based cryptosystem that can resist some quantum
adversaries who can carry out quantum computations on classical
queries. We also expand the secure min computing protocol to the
privacy-preserving the k-th min computing protocol, and present
the security analysis of the two protocols on the assumption of the
semi-honest model. In the previous literature, their solutions are
based on secure arithmetic sum computations as well as secure
bitwise XOR computations. Our protocols are more secure with
the comparison to them.

I. INTRODUCTION

A sensing job can be outsourced to many smartphone

users due to the rapid development of the smart phones

that have decent computing and sensing ability now. Then,

the researchers can perform some computations on the data

collected by the users. Recently, there exists many works [1],

[2], [3], [4], [5] about smartphones’ sensing in the previous

research.

However, the users can reveal their private information in

the process of sending the collected data to the server. Thus,

some smartphone users may refuse to participate in these

assignments or they are not willing to submit their data to

the publishers of the tasks. Sequentially, it results in the loss

of the promulgators’ time and money. To fix the above trouble,

the users can transmit the encrypted data to the server, and the

server is not able to compute the extra knowledge about the

plain data in the execution of the protocol.

We just research how the server securely computes the

minimum and the k-th minimum value of the users’ data in

this paper. In the mobile sensing jobs, the researchers usually

computes the min and the k-th min value. The investigators, for

example, calculates the minimum temperature or the minimum

air quality indexs of a city. There are serval works [6], [7], [8],

[10] that research the secure computing the min and the k-th

min number in the mobile sensing system. In these protocols’

execution, the users have to interact with the server other than

sending the information and assisting the server to decrypt

the ciphertext of the minimum value. The authors of [6] , to

find the minimum vaue, propose the protocol that is based

on additionally homomorphic encryption and binary searches.

In [7], [8], all users’ data is limited in an interval, and then

the server traverses the entire interval from the smallest to

the largest to find out a number that is owned by at least

one user. When the range of the data is very large, the server

have to waste more time for computing the minimum number.

Otherwise, the server give a predication of the range of the

data, but this can lead to the wrong result. The exception

of the above protocols based on additionally homomorphic

encryption, the protocols presented in [10] are on the strength

of the secure bitwise XOR computations and more efficient

with comparison to the above three protocols.

With the difference of the above protocols on the strength

of additionally homomorphic encryption or the secure bitwise

XOR computations, our protocols are based on fully homo-

morphic encryption. The notion of fully homomorphic encryp-

tion is first introduced by Rivest, Adleman and Dertouzous in

1978 [30] and untill 2009, Gentry [24] first presents a fully

homomorphic encryption scheme though its constructuion is

very complex and its efficiency is low so that the scheme

cannot apply in practical. Afterwards, the number of works

make improvement on the design and efficiency of fully

homomorphic encryption. The scheme proposed in [26] can

homomorphically perform a bit computations and refresh

the final output in just about half a second. Hence, fully

homomorphic encryption will be more efficient. Our proposed

protocols are based on the fully homomorphic encryption

[25], and their efficiency is dependent on the efficiency of

fully homomorphic encryption. In addition, the used FHE

scheme in our protocols is a lattice-based cryptosystem that

can resist some quantum attackers who can excute quantum

computations on classical queries. The scheme [25] is based

on learning with errors [31] that has been proved that it is

the same hard as the lattice intractable problems [31], [32].

Thus, our protocols are more secure than others which are

based on secure arithmetic sum computations or secure bitwise

XOR computations. Moreover, The round and communication

complexity of privacy-preserving min or k-th min computing

protocols is imporved, which is introduced detailedlly in
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section 5. Finally, we also present the formal security analysis

of our protocols in section 5.

Next, we simply present our privacy-preserving min or k-

th min computing protocols. In our privacy-preserving min

computing protocol, the server dertermines the minimum value

bit by bit form the most significant bit to the lowest significant

bit. Of course, the server always makes the computations on

the ciphertexts and obtains the ciphertext of the minimum

value bit by bit. How the server decide the j-th most significant

bit of the ciphertext of the minimum value? We apply the

fully homomorphic encryption scheme to encrypt each user’s

message. So, the server can perform some operations on j-

th most significant bit of each ciphertext and then obtains its

wanted result. In our privacy-preserving k-th min computing

protocol, the server also dertermines the number of “efficitive”

ciphertext, and then shrinks the range including the minimum

value.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2,

we survey the related work.In section 3, we present some nec-

essary preliminaries. In section 4, we introduce our protocols

of privacy-preserving min or k-th min computation, and the

security analysis is presented in section 5. We conclude this

paper in section 6.

II. RELATED WORK

Recently, most previous works [6], [7], [8], [9], [11], [12],

[13], [14] that the researchers study the problem of data

aggregation for mobile sensing without revealing anything

more about the data, have emerged in literature. However,

many of them [9], [11], [12], [13], [14] only study how to

securely compute the sum of all users’ data. Only the authors

of [6], [7], [8], propose the min computation protocol based

on their sum computation protocol.

Shi et al.[6] , to find the minimum vaue, propose the

protocol that is based on additionally homomorphic encryption

and binary searches. In [7], [8], all users’ data is limited in

an interval, and then the server traverses the entire interval

from the smallest to the largest to find out a number that is

owned by at least one user. When the range of the data is very

large, the server have to waste more time for computing the

minimum number. Otherwise, the server give a predication

of the range of the data, but this can lead to the wrong

result. The except of the above protocols based on additionally

homomorphic encryption, the protocols presented in [10] are

on the strength of the secure bitwise XOR computations and

more efficient with comparison to the above three protocols.

Unlike additionally homomorphic encryption-based and secure

bitwise XOR-based protocols ,our protocols can resist some

adveraries who can perform quantum computation between

classical queries on account that our protocols are on the

strength of lattice-based cryptosystem.

The main difference between our protocols and similar

works of wireless sensor networks is application scenarios.

These protocols [15], [16], [17], [18], [19] rely on commu-

nication and cooperation among senor nodes while there is

no interaction between each users in our min computation

protocol. But our the k-th min computation protocol needs

some communication among every smartphone users, because

we apply an additionally homomorphic encryption to compute

the “efficitive” ciphertexts. Anothor relevant work[20] is based

on homomorphic bitwise XOR operations to find the minimum

value.

There are some outstanding techniques, which can be ap-

plied to solve the problem of the privacy-preserving min or k-

th min calculation, such as order-preserving encryptions(OPE)

[21], [22] in the database field. OPE can perform the compari-

son operations on ciphertexts directly, and so it can obtains the

order of the plaintexts to find the minimum value. However,

we require that the server should know nothing extra about the

data, include the order information.Our protocols only can leak

the information of the minimum value or the k-th minimum

value to the server.

III. PRELIMINARIES

We present two protocols of securely computing the mini-

mum value or the k-th minimum value in this paper. Detailedly

speaking, We study a problem how a server calculates the

min or the k-th min number of all users’ data while learning

nothing additional from the data. Our protocols to fix this

problem are based on fully homomorphic encryption, and we

also provide the security proof of our protocols under the semi-

honest model. Thus, we first introduce the semi-honest model

and fully homomorphic encryption in this section.

A. Semi-honest Model

Our discussed security model is that we assume each party is

honest but curious. That is, all parties abide by the protocol and

cannot abort its excution. Nevertheless, each party is willing

to learn others’ data and they can perform the computations

on data received from others. We require that the protocol is

secure under this model. Namely, Every party cannot obtain

extra knowledge about others’ data in the process of the

protocol’s excution. On the assumption of the semi-honest

model, we prove that our protocols are secure, and the server

learns no more information about all users’ data and vice versa.

The more knowledge of the semi-honest model is introduced

in [23]. We give the formal definition of the semi-honest model

as follows.

Definition 1: The protocol M is said to perfectly privacy-

preserving compute the minimum value against party Pi if it

reveals nothing additional than the final result to Pi in the

excution of M. That is, given all inputs {x0, . . . , xn }, there

exists a polynomial time simulator Si that can simulate the

party Pi . We denote {Si (xi,M (x0, . . . , xn ), Ki )}{x0, ...,xn } to

Si’s view and {V IEWi (x0, . . . , xn )}{x0, ...,xn } represents the

party Pi’s view in M’s excution. We say M is secure

in the semi-honest model, if Si’s view is computationally

indistinguishingable with Pi’s view and Ki = ∅, where Ki

represents the party Pi’s the extra infomation about others’

data. Namely,

{Si (xi,M (x0, . . . , xn ))}{x0, ...,xn }



c
≡ {V IEWi (x0, . . . , xn )}{x0, ...,xn }

If Ki , ∅, we sayM is weakly privacy-preserving against Pi ,

in the sense that Pi learns no more information than Ki about

others’ private data in the excution of M.
We give the above formal definition of the semi-honest

model that is slightly different with the standard definition

introduced in [23]. The standard definition is described from

the ideal model and the real model, and it is more rigorous.

But the above definition is easily understanding and equivalent

to the standard definition. Besides, here we consider the cases

that only the server is entitled to get the final output of the

protocol.

B. Homomorphic Encryption

A homomorphic encryption scheme is a primary cryptosys-

tem that supports one can make some operations on ciphertexts

and then gets a ciphertext of the result that one performs

the same computations on the corresponding plaintexts. Ho-

momorphic encryption is simply classified as additionally

homomorphic encrypton and multiplicatively homomorphic

encrypton. If one can do arbitrary computations on the en-

crypted data and obtain a valid ciphertext of the ouput that the

same operations are performed on the corresponding messages,

We say that scheme is fully homomorphic. We now present

the formal definition of homomorphic encryption and fully

homomorphic encryption, as follows, that mostly taken from

[25], [27], [28], [29].
1) Homomorphic Encryption: A homomorphic encryption

scheme consists of four probabilistic polynomial time algo-

rithms (Gen, Enc, DEC, Eval), where Eval is the algorithm

that supports homomorphic computations on ciphertexts.
Gen(1κ): (pk, evk, sk) ← Gen(1κ ). Choose the security

parameter κ. Generate a public encryption key pk,a public

evaluation key evk and a private key sk.
Enc(pk, µ): c ← Enc(pk, µ). Encrypt a message µ ∈ {0, 1}

and output the ciphertext c.
Dec(sk, c): µ∗ ← Dec(sk, c). To decrypt a ciphertext c and

obtains a corresponding plaintext µ∗ ∈ {0, 1}.
Eval(evk, f , c1, . . . , cl ): cf ← Eval (evk, f , c1, . . . , cl ). To

homomorphically evaluate the function f and the inputs

c1, . . . , cl , and output cf that is the ciphertext of f (µ1, . . . , µl ),

where ci is a valid ciphertext of µi , i = 1, . . . , l.
We can see that homomorphic evaluation ability of a homo-

morphic encryption scheme is limited in that it only sustains

some operations on the encrypted messages. We give the

following definition that describes detailedly the homomorphic

evaluation ability of a homomorphic encryption scheme.
Definition 2 (C-homomorphic): Denoted a class of functions

C = {Cκ }κ∈N. We say a scheme Π = (Gen, Enc, Dec, Eval)

is C-homomorphic, if for any arbitrary functions fκ ∈ Cκ ,

and inputs c1, . . . , cl such that ci ← Enc(pk, µi ), i = 1, . . . , l,

it satisfies that the probability of incorrectly decrypting the

homomorphically evaluated result is negligible, that is

Pr[Dec(sk, Eval (evk, fκ, c1, . . . , cl )) , fκ (µ1, . . . , µl )]

= neg(κ)

where (pk, evk, sk) ← Gen(1κ ).

Obviously, though a homomorphic encryption scheme can

satisfy correctly decrypting the homomorphically evaluated

outputs, the output length of Eval may be relative to the

numbers l, even the output may contain some knowledge about

the function fκ or messages µ1, . . . , µl , . If so, the scheme can

be easy to destroy. Therefore, that result of Eval has to reveal

nothing about the function fκ and messages µ1, . . . , µl . We

now make some requires on the outputs of Eval.

Definition 3 (compactness): Let κ be the security parameter.

If there exists a polynomial p = p(κ) holding that the output

length of Eval is at most p(κ) bits long without relation to the

function f or the numbers of inputs, we say the homomorphic

encryption scheme Π = (Gen, Enc, Dec, Eval) is compact.

We have introduced the fundamental and necessary knowledge

of homomorphic encryption. That is beneficial to understand

the notion of fully homomorphic encryption as well as our

proposed the privacy-preserving min or k-th min computing

protocols. Next, we introduce some necessary information

about fully homomorphic encryption.

2) Fully Homomorphic Encryption: The notion of fully ho-

momorphic encryption is first introduced by Rivest, Adleman

and Dertouzous [30] in 1978 and untill 2009, Gentry [24] first

presents a fully homomorphic encryption scheme though its

constructuion is very complex and its efficiency is low so that

the scheme cannot apply in practical. Afterwards, the number

of works make improvement on the design and efficiency of

fully homomorphic encryption. The scheme proposed in [26]

can homomorphically perform a bit computations and refresh

the final output in just about half a second. Hence, fully

homomorphic encryption will be more efficient. Simply, fully

homomorphic encryption is a special homomorphic encryption

that supports that one can perform arbitrary computations on

ciphertext and obtain a valid and “wanted” ciphertext. The

formal definition is as follows.

Definition 4 (fully homomorphic encryption): A scheme Π =

(Gen, Enc, Dec, Eval) is fully homomorphic, if Π is compact

and it can homomorphically evaluate arbitrary circuit taken

from the class of all arithmetic circuits over GF (2).

Our proposed protocols are based on the fully homomor-

phic encryption [25], and their efficiency is dependent on

the efficiency of fully homomorphic encryption. In addition,

the used FHE scheme in our protocols is a lattice-based

cryptosystem that can resist some quantum attackers who can

excute quantum computations on classical queries.

Though fully homomorphic encryption is a powerful tech-

nique, there are some troubles directly applying it in our

scenario. For example, the server is able to perform some

computations on ciphertexts on the condition that the cipher-

texts are encrypted by the same public key. Besides, each

user has negligible probability to decrypt others’ data and the

server cannot decrypt any users’ data. So, the corresponding

secret key must not be saved by any party alonely. Next,

We introduce a special fully homomorphic encryption to

fix the above problem, called threshold fully homomorphic

encryption(TFHE). TFHE is basically a fully homomorphic



encryption scheme with the deference that the Gen and Dec

are now N-party probabilistic polynomial time protocols.

Definition 5 (threshold Fully Homomorphic Encryption):

A threshold fully homomorphic encryption is com-

posed of four probabilistic ploynomial time algorithms

(Gen, Enc, Dec, Eval), where Enc and Eval has no difference

with that of fully homomorphic encryption. To put it simply,

we here refer the algorithms Gen and Dec.

Gen(1κ): The algorithm ensure that every party Pi , for i ∈

[N], obtains a common public encryption key pk, a common

public evaluation key evk, and a private share ski of the secret

key sk.

Dec(sk1, . . . , skn, c): each party Pi use their owned secret

share ski to decrypt partially the ciphertext c, and then do

some specific operations on these partially decrypted cipher-

texts to get the final plaintext µ.

Threshold fully homomorphic encryption can be applied to

design our privacy-preserving min computing protocols, and

the detail of our secure computing the minimum value protocol

is introduced in the section 4. Next, we present the concrete

threshold fully homomorphic encryption scheme [25], which

is based on learning with error. We first introduce the basic

LWE-based encryption scheme E = (Setup,Gen, Enc, Dec).

Basic LWE-based Encryption scheme: Set the security

parameter κ.

• Setup(κ): Output the following parameters, an odd mod-

ulus q(κ), two dimensions m(κ), n(κ) and two distribu-

tions ϕ(κ), χ(κ) over Zq . We denoted these parameters

params = (κ, q,m, n, ϕ, χ).

• Gen(params): Generate the key pairs (pk, s) such that

s
R
← ϕn , pk := (A, p) where A← Zm×nq , p := A · s+ 2 · e,

e ← χm .

• Enc(pk, µ): Set c = (a, b) as the ciphertext of a message

µ ∈ {0, 1}, where a := rT · A, b :=< r, p > +µ, r ←

{0, 1}m uniformally chosed.

• Dec(s, c): To decrypt the ciphertext c, output b− < a, s >

mod q mod 2.

The above scheme is a simple LWE-based encryption sys-

tem, and the following threshold fully homomorphic encryp-

tion scheme is designed on fundamental of it. The TFHE

scheme’s key generation algorithm is two round protocols that

can ensure that the scheme’s secret key is saved by each users,

that means every party only obtains a secret share of the private

key. Thus, in our sence, it is beneficial to construct our privacy-

preserving min or k-th min computing protocols.

Threshold Fully homomorphic encryption scheme: We

here introduce the threshold homomorphic encryption scheme

[25], which consists of four probabilistic polynomial time

algorithms (Gen, Enc, Dec, Eval).

Gen(κ): The algorithm Gen is complex two-round proto-

cols. The detail of Gen is introduced in [25], and we here

only present its final output.

1) Public Evaluation Key evk.

2) Public Encryption Key pk.

3) A share of secret key si is obtained by the party Pi .

Enc(pk, µ): Everyone can encryt the message µ with the

public encryption key pk, that is, set (a, b) ← Enc(pk, µ).

This is the same as the encryption algorithm of basic LWE-

based encryption scheme. Except that, one should choose an

extra noise e from an interval that is generated from Gen.

Thus, the final ciphertext c = ((a, b + 2e), 0) with the “leval”

0.

Eval(evk, f , c1, . . . , ct ): The evaluation algorithm is exactly

the same as that of corresponding fully homomorphic encryp-

tion scheme with the evaluation key evk.

Dec(c): The decryption algorithm requires cooperaton of

each party, because each party Pi owns a share si such that the

secret key s =
∑N

i=1
si . To decrypt the ciphertext c = (a, b, d)

with the “leval” d, Dec runs as follows.

• Each party Pi broadcasts bi =< a, si > +2ei , where ei is

taken from an interval generated in Gen algorithm.

• Output the plaintext µ = [b −
∑N

i=1
bi] mod qd mod 2,

where qd is an odd modulus in “leval” d.

Threshold fully homomorphic encryption scheme is ba-

sically a fully homomorphic encryption scheme, with the

difference that each party only has a secret key share. Thus,

in our protocols,each user can’t decrypt a ciphertxt alonely.

Fully homomorphic encryption is a powerful technique that

one can homomorphically evaluate any functions. However,

the recent research of fully homomorphic encryption is in

general problems such that its constructions and efficiency. We

have not found that applying fully homomorphic encryption

to solve privacy-preserving min computing so far. Besides,

there are some troubles that solving the secure min computing

problem directly with fully homomorphic encryption.

IV. PRIVAY-PRESERVING MIN OR K-TH MIN

COMPUTATION

In this section, we introduce our privacy-preserving min or

k-th min computing protocols with threshold homomorphic

encryption. The main contribution of our work is that we

apply the threshold fully homomorphic encryption to solve

the secure minimum value or k-th minimum value computing

problem. Originally, the reseach of fully homomorphic encryp-

tion is main in its complexity or others’ apllication setting.

So far, we have not found that some work about utilizing

fully homomorphic encryption in our scenario. Now, the fully

homomorphic encryption scheme is not efficient in that its

homomorphic evaluation algorithm runs slowly. Directly using

fully homomorphic encryption in our scene is very unwise.

Our work is how to decrease the homomorphic evaluation

computations as much as possible in our protocols.

We suppose that there exists a truested authority who can

assist the server and the users to establish a key system for

once. Suppose the space of the users’ data is [0,M−1](M ≥ 2)

.Let l = ⌈logM
2
⌉ and m = ⌈logl

2
⌉ .

A. Privacy-Preserving Min Computation

The privacy-preserving min computation is that a server

wants to calculate the minimum value of all users’ data while

it is kept unknown anything additional about the data in the



protocol’s excution. Each user also has negligible probability

to know others’ private information. In previous works, the

protocols are based on secure arithmetic sum computations or

secure bitwise XOR computations. They cannot resist some

quantum attackers who can make quantum computations on

classical queries. So, we, from this point, design a privacy-

preserving min computing protocol based on lattice-based

cryptosystem that can withstand the above adversaries. The

detail of our protocol is as follows and also can be found in

Algorithm 1.

Our protocol is based on threshold fully homomorphic

encryption scheme introduced in section 3.2.Specifically,our

protocol lets all users encrypt their data via TFHE and send the

ciphertexts to the server.The server determines the minimum

number bit by bit, from the most significant bit(MSB) to the

least significant bit(LSB),then sends the minimum number’s

ciphertext to each user for decrypting the minimum num-

ber.We can “see” that each user only do once encryption

,decrytpion and interaction with the server.Next,we give an

algorithm how the server determine the minimum number.

We know that fully homomorphic encryption is a special

form of encryption where one can perform any algebraic

operation on the plaintext by applying the same operation

on the ciphertext.So, for conveniently describing and under-

standing the algorithm, we replace the operation on ciphertext

in the algorithm with that on plaintext.After receiving each

user’s data(actually it gets the ciphertexts),the server start to

determine the MSB of the minimum number by doing AND

operation on each data’s MSB.If every number’s MSB is 1,then

the server knows the MSB of the minimum number is 1,and is

0 otherwise.Then the server checks whether the bit is equivlent

to each data’s MSB.If different, it knows this number is not

the minimum number ,and the remaining bits are ineffictive

to determine the remaining bits of the minimum number,thus

we can replace the remaining bits with 1s.The server repeats

the above procedure similarly for the remaining bits.

And how the server know whether two bits are equivalence

in the condition that it gets the ciphertexts? We can denote

each data by the encryption of 0 or 1.If this data is effictive

, mark it by the encryption of 0,and by the ciphertext of 1

otherwise.After the server obtains the ciphertext of the MSB

of the minimum number, the server adds the result and the

ciphertext of each data’s MSB.If they are different,the server

gets the encryption of 1 ,and the encryption of 0.Then the

server does the XOR computation on the result and each data’s

mark to obtain its new mark which reprensents whether it is

effictive. Afterwards,the server uses the new mark to change

the number’s next MSB.

A formal description of the entire protocol is in Algorithm 1.

B. Privacy-preserving k-th Min Computation

In this section, we present a protocol that the server compute

the k-th min value of all users’ data. The trouble of designing

privacy-preserving k-th min computing protocol is that the

server is necessary to judge the j-th MSB of the k-th minimum

Algorithm 1 Algorithm 1:Privacy-perserving Min Computing

Protocol
Require:

A group of n users;

User i (i = 1, . . . , n) has the public key pk and the

evaluation key evk of TFHE and a share secret key si
D

;

User i has a number xi(its binary representation is

xi1, . . . , xil );

Ensure:

The server outputs the minimum number in {xi }i=1, ...,n ;

1: user i encrypts his \ her data xi : ci j := TFHE.Encsk (xi j )

;

2: user i sends the ciphertext ci to the server;

3: the server sets each ciphertext’s status as “effictive”:si :=

TFHE.Encsk (0);

4: for j = 1, . . . , l do

5: the server set ci j = si ⊕ ci j .If the i-th ciphertext is

“ineffictive”,that is si is the encryption of 1,thus ci j
becomes the ciphertext of 1 that don’t affect the j-th-

MSB of the minimum value;ci j is unchanged otherwise;

6: the server determine the j-th-MSB d jof the minimum

number via
∏n

i=1
ci j ;

7: the server re-sets each ciphertext’s status:si = si ⊕ d j ⊕

ci j ;

8: end for

9: the server sends the d1, . . . , dl to each user for decrypting

them:m j = TFHE.ENCsk (d j );

10: Return the minimum number d =
∑l

j=0
d j × 2 j ;

value in each step. Namely, after the server performs a

round computations on the ciphertexts, it can shrink the range

including the minimum value. We, next, present the detail of

our privacy-preserving k-th min computing protocol, and also

can see Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3.

Similar to the algorithm 1, the server first determine the

MSB of the minimum number. Then, the server computes how

many “effictive” numbers with the help of all users(please see

the algorithm 3).Finally,the server can determine the bit of

the k-th minimum number.If the number of “effictive” data is

greater than k,the k-th min value is in “effictive” data,and in

the “ineffictive” data otherwise. The server repeat the above

procedure to determine the minimum number.

We formally present our privacy-preserving k-th min com-

putational protocol in Algorithm 2 and the protocol that

the server computes the number of “effictive” ciphertext in

Algorithm 3.

V. ANALYSIS

We present the privacy-preserving min or k-th min com-

puting protocols in the above section. Sequentially, we here

perform rigious analysis on the protocols’ complexity, cor-

rectness and security. First, in two privacy-preserving min

or k-th min computing protocols, each user only does the

following operations, encrypting and sending their data, finally



Algorithm 2 Algorithm 2:Privacy-preserving k-th Min Com-

putation

Require:

A group of n users;

the server decrypts c:tot = AHE.DecskAHE
(c); User i

has the public key pk ,evaluation key evk and a secret

key share si
D

of the TFHE;

User i has the private number xi ∈ [0, 2l − 1](its binary

representation is xi1 . . . xil );

A preset number K ∈ N;

Ensure:

the server outputs x,the k-th minimum number in

{x1, . . . , xn };

1: user i encrypts his or her number :ci j =

TFHE.Encsk (xi j ), ci = (ci1, . . . , cil );

2: user i sends the ciphertext ci to the server;

3: the server sets each ciphertext’s status as “effictive” :si =

TFHE.Encsk (0) ;

4: for j = 1, . . . , l do

5: the server sets ci j = si ⊕ ci j .If the i-th ciphertext

is “ineffictive”,that is si is the encryption of 1,thus

ci j becomes the ciphertext of 1 that don’t affect the

j-th MSB of the minimum number,and it keeps ci j
unchanged otherwise.

6: the server computes d j =
∏n

i=1
ci j ;

7: all users help the server to compute tot,the number of

“effictive” ciphertext.If tot >= k,then the j-th MSB

of the k-th minimum value is decryption of d j ,and it

sets si = si ⊕ d j ⊕ ci j, k = tot − k;otherwise,the j-

th MSB of the k-th minimum number is the plaintext

of d j + TFHE.Encsk (1),and it sets si = si ⊕ (d j +

TFHE.Encsk (1)) ⊕ ci j, k = k − tot;

8: end for

9: the server sends the d1, . . . , dl to each user for decrypting

them;

assisting the server to decrypt the ciphertext of the minimum

value or the k-th minimum value. So, the round complexity

of our protocols is O(1). the communication bits is 3N · cl

,where cl is the ciphertext length of the threshold fully

homomorphic encryption scheme in the privacy-preserving

min computing protocol, and that of the privacy-preserving k-

th min computing protocol is more than the above protocol’s in

that the server has to compute the number of the “efficitive”

ciphertext. The communication bits of each time computing

the number of the “efficitive” is (N +1) · acl, where acl is the

ciphertext length of the additional homomorphic encryption

scheme. Thus, privacy-preserving k-th min computing proto-

col’s communication bits is 3N · cl + (N + 1) · acl · cl.

Afterwards, our protocols’ efficiency is dependent on the

efficiency of the threshold fully homomorphic encryption

scheme. TFHE’s efficiency is not too high in that the greatest

breakthough is made by Gentry [24] recently in the area

of fully homomorphic encryption, and fully homomorphic

encryption is studied extensively in cryptographic. So, the

Algorithm 3 Algorithm 3:The Secure counting Protocol

Require:

A group of n users;

User i has a number xi ;

User i has the public key pkTFHE ,evaluation key

evkTFHE and a secret key share si
D

of TFHE;

User i has the public key pkAHE of additionally homo-

morphicencryption scheme;

The server has the public key pkTFHE ,evaluation key

evkTFHE of TFHE,and the public key pkAHE and secret

key skAHE of the additionally homomorphic encryption

scheme;

Ensure:

the server outputs tot ∈ N,the number of “effictive”

ciphertext ;

1: the server decrypts d j with the help of all users:m j =

TFHE.DecsD (d j );

2: the server sends m j to each user,and sends c to user

1,where c = AHE.EncpkAHE
(0);

3: for i = 1, . . . , n − 1 do

4: user i sets c = c + AHE.EncpkAHE
(1) if xi j = m j ,and

sets c = c + AHE.EncpkAHE
(0) otherwise;

5: user i sends c to user i+1;

6: end for

7: user n does the same as S4, and sends c to the server;

8: the server decrypts c:tot = AHE.DecskAHE
(c);

efficiency of fully homomorphic encryption will be improved,

at least that now homomorphically computing a bit operatons

can be made in just half a second running on a personal

computer, which is faster than the previous fully homomorphic

encryption scheme.

Next, we discuss the protocols’ correctness and security as

summarized in Proposition 6 and Theorem 1.

Proposition 6: The accuracy of our privacy-preserving min

or k-th computation protocols is exponentially approximate

to 1 if all users and the server follow the protocol on the

assumption of semi-honest model.

Proof: We can see that the protocol’s accuracy is de-

termined by users’ decryption, encryption, communication

with the server, and the server’s homomorphic evaluation

computations. The failure of the encryption ,decryption and

evaluation of the FHE scheme is negligible. On the condition

of semi-honest model, all users and the server follow the

excution of protocol. Though they are curious to others’ private

information, they cannot abort the process of the protocols’

excution or send wrong information in the excution. So, the

accuracy is exponently approximate to 1.

Theorem 1: Our privacy-preserving min or k-th Min com-

putation protocols are perfectly privacy-preserving against all

users and the server in the semi-honest model.

Proof: In our protocols,every user only receives the

ciphertext of the minimum value,and each one only has

a secret key share of the fully homomorphic encryp-

tion scheme.Thus,everyone can’t decrypt the ciphertext



alonely.Therefore,our protocol reveal no more information to

the users.

Similarly,the server only receives the encryptions of all

users’ data,and perform homomorphic evaluation on the ci-

phertexts.If the fully homomorphic encryption scheme and the

additionally homomorphic encryption scheme are secure,the

server can’t learn extra knowledge about all users’ data.

We present formal proof of the protocols’ security on the

assumption of the semi-honest model. Here, we only discuss

the honest-but-curious attackers who can make some quantum

computations on classical queries. The previous protocols of

privacy-preserving computing the minimum value of all users’

data are based on secure arithmetic sum computations or

secure bitwise XOR computations, which cannot withstand the

above adversaries with some quantum computing ability.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present two protocols that the server

compute the minimum value or the k-th minimum value of

all users’data without knowing them. The protocol is based

on threshold fully homomorphic encryption scheme and our

using threshold fully homomorphic encryption scheme is a

lattice-based cryptosystem which can resist the quantum at-

tackers, who can do quantum computations on the receiving

data. So, our protocol is more secure with comparison to all

existing secure computing the minimum value protocol, which

are based on secure arithmetic sum computations or secure

bitwise XOR computations. We only analyse the complexity,

correctness and security of our protocols theoretically, with-

out some experimental data, in that the efficiency of fully

homomorphic encryption is limited. However, the technique

of fully homomorphic encryption is so powerful that the

round and communication complexity of privacy-preserving

min or k-th min computing protocol is improved. Besides,

The construction of the protocols is also simpler. Therefore,

we apply fully homomorphic encryption to solve the privacy-

preserving min or k-th min computing problem.
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